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We investigate how consumers respond to two shipping fee structures – a flat fee charge and a free shipping threshold. Building upon

the reference point and fairness perceptions literature, we demonstrate that offer evaluations and choice vary systematically with the

shipping fee structure employed. We demonstrate that the free shipping threshold serves as a reference point, and consumers evaluate

the offer relative to it. When an alternative reference point is provided, the free shipping threshold does not play a role anymore. We

also show that the free shipping threshold may act as a goal for consumers, affecting offer evaluations and choice.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
According to Forrester Research, Inc. the online spending in

US was $141 billion in 2008 and is expected to reach $156 billion
in 2009 (Ranasinghe and Yee 2009). Given the large number of
products ordered online, an important decision related to online and
catalogue retailing is how to design and communicate shipping fees
to potential customers. Shipping fees not only significantly influ-
ence order incidence rates and average expenditures (Lewis 2006),
but are also considered a major reason for consumers to abandon
their shopping cards and discontinue the purchase process (Schindler,
Morrin and Bechwati 2005). The purpose of this research is to
understand how consumers evaluate and respond to different ship-
ping fee structures.

Online and catalogue retailers have a variety of options with
regard to shipping fees. A common practice is to waive shipping
fees for orders that reach a specific dollar amount threshold (Lewis,
Singh and Fay 2006). For example, Staples and Office Depot offer
free delivery for orders above $50, and The Vitamin Shoppe offers
free shipping for orders above $99. Another commonly used policy
is to charge a flat shipping fee independent of order value similar to
what Swanson Health Products ($4.99 for any size order) and Ann
Taylor Loft ($6.00 standard shipping for all orders) are doing. The
flat shipping fee could also increase according to a step function as
order size increases, for instance $5.99 for orders below $25, $6.99
for orders $25.01 to $35.00 and so on. Given the variety of shipping
practices in the marketplace and the level of experimentation
occurring online (e.g., Amazon.com decreased its free shipping
threshold from $99 to $25 in 2003, Lewis et al. 2006), there is a need
to better understand consumers responses to different shipping fee
structures, and provide guidelines to companies on how to commu-
nicate them to consumers.

In this paper we systematically investigate how consumers
perceive and respond to two common shipping fee structures–flat
fee shipping and free shipping threshold. We argue that the flat fee
shipping and the free shipping threshold policies differ in the frame
of reference from which evaluations and choices are made. Specifi-
cally, consumers being charged a flat shipping fee use as a reference
point the expected shipping charge, whereas consumers facing a
free shipping threshold policy use as a reference point the free
shipping offered for orders exceeding the threshold. The flat ship-
ping fee consumers are likely to consider the fee as a transaction
cost that every consumer is incurring and evaluate it based on prior
experiences and/or knowledge. The free shipping threshold con-
sumers, however, are likely to think of the charge for offers below
the threshold as a penalty or loss, and of the (lack of) charge for
offers above the threshold as a bonus or quantity discount. There-
fore, the two shipping fee structures are predicted to influence offer
evaluations differentially based on whether the offer value exceeds
the free shipping threshold or not. In addition, we propose that
shopping goal concreteness and alternative reference price act as
moderators of the effect of shipping fee structure on evaluations and
choice.

 We test our predictions in a series of thee studies. Study 1a
demonstrates that consumers evaluate the offer more negatively
and are more likely to abort their purchase when a free shipping
threshold is provided and they do not cross the threshold compared

to a flat shipping fee. For order values above the free shipping
threshold, consumers evaluate the offer more positively and are less
likely to abort the purchase when a free shipping threshold is
provided compared to a flat shipping fee. Study 1b shows that when
the shopping goals are less concrete, consumers evaluate the free
shipping threshold offer more positively as compared to a flat
shipping rate regardless of offer value. The free shipping threshold
also acts as a goal for consumers, motivating them to buy additional
product(s) to reach the threshold. Finally, study 2 suggests that the
free shipping threshold serves as a reference point, and consumers
evaluate the offer relative to this reference point. Importantly, when
an alternative reference point is provided, the free shipping thresh-
old does not play a role anymore.

Our results have important implications for the marketing
theory and practice. From a theoretical point of view our study
provides evidence about the differential effect of flat fee and free
shipping threshold policies on evaluations and behavioral inten-
tions, and clarifies the process driving the results. Regarding
insights for practitioners, our results suggest that managers may
provide alternative reference points to consumers to make free
shipping thresholds (and the shipping charges in general) less
salient. This motivates consumers to move to higher order values
and evaluate the overall offer in a more positive way. When the
average order value is below the optimal free shipping threshold,
firms are better off by employing a flat fee shipping policy than a
free shipping threshold policy.
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